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A.

- I. Intro4uction '"

-
. --In thinking about memory development, we have rarely questioned the essential

similarity of the processes studied>Lnder the rubrics-problem solving skills and

4

memory strategies .(Brown, 1 75a, 1977a, 1977b). A general class of information
1

, with their emphasis; on routines which are -controlled and

ecutive, seem suitable 4Or describing the major psychological

piadessing model

- regulated by an

Processes of int

was to function

thinking from ou

people as those w

est in .both domains. Hawever, as our charge at this symposium ,

nder the memory develoPent heading we decided to refocus our

usual position of regarding the problem-solving and memory

. _
ostudy the same, processes but on different tasks. Instead,

' we began by logkitlg for any interesting differences between the major emphasis

and accomplisitiment= in one field which could intelligentll inform,the develop-

.
went of the'othe . There do appear to be some psychologically interesting

.\'differences; npt o

analysis devot
, , .

instructional

of these differ

weakniis ip the

y in the tasks and skills=studied, but in the depth of

to those tasks and skills and in the commitment to addressing

ale. In the first part of this paper 14e will highlight some

nces between_thetwo approaches and try ta-illustrate a

second part we w

problem solving

and control; our

curr nt mainstream of memory development research. In the

11'd npentrate on one area of general concern to both the
4

nd m pry development litpratures, that ,pf self-regulation
. .

ndidate for the mott.fundemental difference between the

experienced and the na ve. ,In the find; we will indicate hew problem
,

areas and neigways of c nsidering whit it is that develops with age and
-

experience. "

A



II. Differences Between the= Memory Development and

_ Problem Solving Approaches to CognitiveDevelsopment

As our task is to consider what memory theorisea have to say concerning
/

.--,- 0
° ,

- development,, we will approach : the isaue f the'perspective of the memory
. _ * - ------A

_ .

,development literature. Studies concerned'ath some aspect of Memory dominate
. .

the field of cognitive Atyelopment at this tiipte: at least in number if not in

content. Befori we address'the issues central to such research, a brief history

of the-way developmental psychologists terested in memory beim approached -thert,

question of what develops might prove illustrative.

A. Early Studies

Prior tothe 1960a the question, "what develops," would not have been

raised. Obviously, memory develops. Lacking a fine grained analysis of memory
- -

processes, early researchers selected tasks and age grOups somewhat randomly.

They:found that on moat tasks', older children remembered more than younger ones,

and slow learners had.more difficulty remembering"than those of average ability!

The predominant 4p1anation, When one was offered at all, was that immature

learners havefa 1.1 ited memory "capacity"; and as they mature this capacity

-\
increases; all wing them to retain more.

iv.

The underlying metaphor, whether;

.
implicitly or explifitly "stetted, was, `4e mind as a container: little people

-..:--
..

have little boxes o jars in their-heads, and bigger peop],e have bigger 'con-
.

- .
- ---,

tainers. .Any demonstration of inferior performance on the part'Of the smaller

person provedproved the capacity limitation "theory", not surprisingly, as &Lich a
.. .,. A-,. .

theory was merely-a 'restatement of the data (Chi, 1976). The same general
4 -,.,

, ,
.

state of affairs also characterized the problem solving literature, where.early
,

*..

studies also illuatrated poor performance by young children on a variety of
4 e .

. 1 _

tasks. Explanations of why the young do poorly were either, not forthcoming or

.re

5

1.
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N-
involved 1-circular argumentlige people have little problem solving

-c

capacity, a restatement of the-data Masquerading a's a theoreiical.explanation.
I -

,

More sophisticated, or.simply more adventurous, theorizers subdivided the

. metaphorical-containers.' They attribUted the deficits in memory or problem
. ,

a.solving performance to a limitation in the space available in-one of the main

0

"avoided the issue of architectural systems and capacity limitations thanks to
4

two important influences on the field, the pioneering-work of. John Flavell (1970)

4 4 'architectural structures of the information processing system, with space-defined

in terms pf the number of slots, spacer, or buffer units available to the syitem

at any one time. It was thought thatas a child matured, his available space.-

o*
increased.- The correlation of digit ipanwith age, intelligence, and getieral

4 1.
problem solving efficiency was taken asofirm suppoit fn this notion of increasing

_

space with increasing-age, and short-term memory was cited as the most likely'

culprit.in the young,child's mental overpopulation ptoblem. With Chi and Case

as the other speakers in this session, and Simon as a participant in another, 406

can'leave-discussion of the pitfalls-of'a simple capacity notion to the more

.expe d (Chi, 1976). Historically, most developmental psychologists also

or memory strategies in the young, and the widespread dissemination of levels of/
. .

processing approaches to memory (Craik & Lockhart, 1972) with their de-emphasis

on capacity,- coding, and flow in'and between containers.

B The ProduOtion Deficiency Hypothesis

The guidlOg hypothesis of developmental-memory research,- initiated by-

Flavel in the 1960s and'still_popular today, is that_the main difference between

young children and mature memorizers is the tendency to employ a Variety of
.

mnemonic strategies whenever feasibly Borrowing from mediational theories of
1,

learning, Flavell-introduced the terminology of. production and mediational
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deficiencies to describe this difference. A production deficiency io said-to

existeen the child does not spontaneoubly produce a task:-suitable mnemonic;

however, if trained to do so, thechild can use the mnemonic and his performance

improves as a result. A mediational defiCiency exists when a child produces a

_

necessary mnemonic either spontaneously or under instruction, but it fai,18 to

enhance performance. Probably ,due to the paucity of strategies selected for -

study, ional deficiencies live rarely been documented, and therefore the

central'issue in the memory development,research has been the spontaneous pro-

duction,of/appropriate-mediation.

Simply stated, the theory cOnsists of three propositions: (1) young chil-

dren do poorly on a variety of memory tasks, because they flil to introduce the

necessary mnemonic intervention; ( 2) if thailie_trainedito_use a suitable

strategy, their performance improves, at least temporarily; (3) if the memory

task does not demand mnemonic intervention, developmental differences will be

minimal. To prove or disnrove one or the othey of these hypoth ses is still

goal of the majority of developmental memory studies.
---..r

It is also reasonable Vb.chaiacbterize the field as remarkably liiiteirin the

. ,

tasks selected for examination. When seeking to prove:or. disprove proposition
: -

Air 2;'investigators almost invariably nhoole :dome rote memorization situation,

such as list learning, where rehearsal or taxonomic categorization is theatra-,

tegy of choice. When seeking to prove or disprove proposition 3, they select -

some sort Of recognition memory .task. We have objections to both approaches.

We believe'Ehat the strategy-no strategy distinction served a valuable function

in its-time by organizing a chaotic field and by attempting to distinguish when

and where the limitations of youth, lack of experience, or low IQ would be most

'debilitating. However, the two main. lines of research new following thip

7
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radition have much- severe built-in limitations th'at future proliferation should

not be encouraged. The main problems center around the study of tasks rather

than processes and the paucity of developmental information provided by the -

`particular tasks selected.

1. Nonstrategic tasks. 'The first of these two 1in6s of'resserch currently

generating a.spate of studies is one for which we feel personally responsible'.

These studies focus on proposition 3, which we were rash enough to make explicit

(Brown, 10_3, 1974, 1975a) rather than implicit as Flavell had done (1970). The

proposition asserts that if a situation exists where deliberate mnemonic inter-
,

vention is not a prerequisite for efficient performance, developmental differences

will be minimized. Obviously, it would be futile to seek tasks where no develop.:

mental differences occur; for not only must the tasks selected'be impervious to

mnemonic4 efforts, but they mustalso be uncontaminated by any other develop-
-

mentallrbeniitive factor'. The point of the original statemdnt was not to prove

the absence of developmental trends,.b4, mere* to demonstrate that the magnitude

f any developmental effect is sensitive to the degree that sophisticated plans

and strategies can interface the'subject-task interaction. In general, the-

cz)

'hypothesis is well supported whether the comparison involves intentional versus

.

incidental learning instructions in, adults or cross-age comparisons (Brolri

Smiley; 1977b). Situations do diffe* in the degree'to which intentional mnemonic

action can enhance performance, and some recognition memory and recency tasks are
4

,

less sensitive to strategic intervention than are many other memory tasks that

require rate recall (Brown, 1975a).

does not seem to to the point that the current se studies seeks

to prove. Interest has shifted from processes to tasks per se, and the game has

become One of trying to show developmental ,aifferences in redognitiop_mempry tasks.
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. 6 -4r. -/
. In general, such attempts are sg'keessful,:but their success is not surprising.

-4A 4

Recognition memory as a task idLClearly not .mpervious to developmental dif-

ferences. True, with distinct target and distractor items, excellent levels-
.

of.performance have -been found for very young children as Well as adults, a
)

..*. .ceiling effect which often clouds nterpretation of age errects. However, with
i

---- \
careful choice of distractors, one could easily-produce a flooi,effect across

all ages. Matching-to-sample tests have been'deVised so that choice Of the,

correct-alternative is extremely difficult even without any memory load. Floor

o'r ceilingeffects can completely obscure developmental differences, and it was

for this reason that we selected variants -of a recency problem for our earl.ier

studies of the- strategy- no-strategy distinction (Brown, 1973a, 1973b, 1973c).

If the'question of interest is whether or no age differences will be found

.n a recognition memory task, the distractor, items are crucial. gEven the simple

manipulation of incteasing the number of distractors on a choice trial increases

the likelihood of finding a developmental'trend, as young children's-performance

is disrupted= by this manipulation (Brown, 1975b). .If, however, one would like to

show that -y children' perform better than older children, then a more subtit

manipulation might be needed, but in principle, such a demonstration is ssible.

For example, oneocould vary the similarity of the distractor_and target items

along some scale of physicalor semantic similarity not yet salient to the young,)

but distracting to the old. The less mature child would not be snared(by the

"related" distractor and should outperform the confused Older.yatticipant. If

we knew enough about the development of conceptual systems, we should be able to

I .

jiroduce any possible pattern of age effects in'recognition tasks by varlirig the

target-distractoi similarity rn dimensions differentially salient io.the ages

under investigation.

.,*

4
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Such an endeavprhoweverluseful

for testing hypotheses concerning Conceptual #

i ..
,

,

.
.

development, is not relevant to the original discussion of whether some situations ,
. . .. ..

.

. . .

exist where young children perform well on memory tasks. The importance, of under-

standing.that the magnitude of developmental differences varies as a function of

tas( demands should'not be lost in this argument. The dramatic differences

between eves college studentp trained in some exotic mnemonic and those not so

trained is enormous (Bower, 1970; Crovitz, 1970), and the'problem faced by the
1

young child who fails to introduce even simple aids must be seen in this light.

We Imuld.still defend the position that in order to under'Stand what memory

development is, it is essential to identify areas of strength as well as areas

ofweakness (Brown, 1974, 1975a). Furthermore, if we wish to de ise remediaA

help, for the inexperienced we need both to capitalize on naturally-occurring.-

,str' AzPtt's and to'identify majOr areas of deficiencies. Finally, as Chi (1976)

has argued persuasively, it is only by eliminating candidates for what does not

develop that' we can identify the etue areas ,of devel9pmental deficiencies.

2. The modal meMory strategy experiment. The second line of research

currehtly'ldominating-the field is a proliferation of Ireplicationstnies demon-
^1

strating the developmental sensitivity-of strategy susceptible tasks. One

problem with these studies is overkill--they long ago provided ample documen-

-tation of young children `s mnemonic ineptitude. Further, they have been designed

in such a way-that they provide a surprising dearth bf information concerning

memory development, even -if by that we restrict ourselves .to the emergence of

common mnemonic strategies.

The main problems again stem from undue concentration on a limited subset

of tasks and strategies. Almost all studies concerned with the.mnemonic pro-
.

duction deficiency hypothesis have centered on list learning tasks and the
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strategies of taxonomic categorization and rehearsal. Apart ftom the obvious

undesirability of any restricted focus if we, wish to gain an overview of develop-,

mental processes, and themow oft-lamented lack of ecological validity of such

tasks (Brown, 1977b); there are some interesting limitations imposed by' this
*

----ho
. . ,particular focus. First, these two strategies tend to emerge between the ages

,
.

of five and $ven,years and, under the conditions usually studied,J'do not undergo

much.refinempn't after `the grade school years.- Thus, we are left with an almost,

lack of information concerning what develops before dive and after!eight

o
CL.

r nineyears oft age. The second problem is that we lack 'detailed models of the

gradual emergence of even these simple strategies, and indeed they.may not b
.

susceptible to detailed task` analyses.

The typical experiment in this at-da onsists of crude assessments of the

presence 9r absence of,strategic intervention. Children are then divided into

those who produce and those who d% not; those who produce outperform those who

do Abt. te rarely have evidence of interme stages of production. Gonse-

uently, we are usually unable to ascribe the developmental progression of the'

'11 or to diagnose the current state of the learneryo that instructional*

Ptograme can be tailored to f-tt'individual needs.
-

Probably themost important deficiency is that the tasks are set up in such

a waY\that we cannot say anything about,nonproducers. If children are not-

reheai.aing on "out task, 'we have no way of knowing what it is that they are doing.

FrOM the ''standard production deficiency experiment we receive no inforMa4on
*

joncerning heyO4ger or less efficient child, and it is often this information
x

that we realty need:" This criticism is true of other areas of cognitive deVelop-
. --,

.

tent, which al o reflect the pervasive.influen-Ce of the production. deficiency

paradigm in developmental research. Imprinted early on the five to seven age=

A



period' as one

psychologists

of important cognitive change (White, 1965)

as diverse as,ihose with hehaViorIst4c Men

-or Piagetian (Kuhn, 1974) leanings have followed a modaL

developmental

9

r .)-

ee& Kenctler, 19E2)

experimental design

with the following characteristics. Thesgd range of the childrei studied is

usually kindergarten to fourth grade, although.bccasionally'four-*ear-olds and

fiftlfgraders are included.. Typically no more '.11an,two or three ages are studied,
r

and age, not- pretest competency', is the developmental variable. Performance on
4

one standard task is assessed. The main metric is presence or 'absence of a

strategy'or rule; and the.inevitablefinding is that younger children do not have

'it, older children do, and occaspnakly.there 1;-1-a intermediate stage. The

,inclusion ot.the youngest grouz, ensures that a reliable developMental trend can

a
be reported, as they usually perform abysmally. Even a cursory review of develop-

_

mental journals will show an amazingly large number of studies meeting these

criteria of the modal production deficiency.experiment. ,

Apart from provi /ing A baseline from which improvement with age can be
A

treasured, the Anclusion of the young or less efficient group in these enter-

prises provides little information. They peiform poorly, and therefoNe high .

light the implovement with age We wish to demonstrate. But we know nothing

about their state of understandings They are characterized as not being at a

certain level, of not having A certain attribute; they are nonproducers,

nonCOnservers, nonmediators; they are not strategic or not planfui; they lack

number concepts, reversible operatibns, or transitivity. They are sometimes

described as passive, even though the tasks are designed so that the only way
. -

to be characterized As active is ,to produce the desired strategy. All of these

'descriptions are based.on what young children do not do Comparedwith older

children, rather than wha;r they can do; for we have no way of obseiVIng this

the confines of the tasks-selected for study.
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In the memdry. development-area,' thedominance of-the modal eicperimentelI- , -. ,
. .- . .' . ',.-. - -.-

I ) ,

''10

design aimed at list -leatning strategies has lied to two veritable wastelands in_

our-knowledge: we know net to nothing concerning.m&oty development in the
,

preichobl. period and, ev.enlessatibut how7the process evolves during the'adole

.

cent.yeats. The Major forays into these territories have been the attempts of
. ,

, .

clever investigators; to push down
,
the-age at-which-production of common strategies e.'.

. '
. , .

occurs (Wellman, 1977). There have.beeno,mery few attempts,to look at the emer- '
. . ,

._ .

.... . .

.

at
--;:,._,, --.gence of more ingenious strategies in tfie-iih schoolyopulationiOro-wn & SmileYi,

,..

1977w.

.

This description of the modal productionkdeficiency.experiment is overly

harsh,' but' it is-intended'to indict the pedestrian.naturebf most of the current
.k : 44 -

f ,t- -

.. -4-
-literature father than the.creativity of the-briginal_:inveatigations 4.n,.the area.

/.
. ,

,. .
And we should not ignore a major strength of this_iedeAtch arena; the sheer bulk

- W-'1t __

,of data does proVide impressiVt support for the generality of the strategic
,

deficii hypothesis. But there are also the attendant weaknesses we have...mentioned:

:(1) an undue concentration on a feW standard tasks of'limited ecological validity;
.

. . .
.

(2) the lack of:precise developmental models of emerget s C31 the concen-
N.

tration_on a very narrow age range; and (4) the lack
.
of 'information c ncerning.

nonproducers.' f Al e

V

e
w

C. ,Task Analyses,

Malty of the major investigators in th problem salving area share a Common

approaCh,tfiat of providing detailed task analyses of.the prbcesses they-study.
.

alsoThey also s,fiare a copon'location, Carnegie- Mellon and Pittsburgh, so, not sur-

- *
.

prisingly, their approach is well represented at this symposium. Therefore, we

will_concentrate on just &few main facets of this work, which,contras ts sharply

t

with the modal.prOduction deficiency experiment of developmental memory-researal

N
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*
The main emphasis is on'prOviding detailed explicit models of cognitive.

development within stated task domain. The aim is to provide precise

descriptions o =the initial and filial form of the cognitive process under
-.-- .

. .,
.

.
.

investigation and to delineate important intermediate stages. The area is

characterized by Lahr and Wallace's (19'70) principle of developmental tracta-

bility,

. ._
.

i.e., the charge that developmental models sbould."allow Us'to state

both early and later forms of competence and provide an easy interpretation of

each model as both a precursor and sucFessor -404 other models-in a developmental'

sequence" (Klahr & Siegler; in preis, Ao. 1. With a weal-designed task analysis;

. .it should be possible to detect not only the presence or absence of a desired
.

,

piece of ledge or skill, but starting apd intermediate stages as well. One

. -,
,

_

ie important featuxe of the e4perimeptal .design n this area is that the
1

. , .

problems selected are . sensitiileto the-gradual emergence of the knowledge studied.

, ,

Errors produced by the novice are as informative as correct responses produced by

V rrr-. ,
.

the proficient, thus providing as rich a picture of the "non-producerts'atrategy

'--

as of the producer's end state rules; Jo'

A
One2of Our main criticisms of developmental memory research is,that such

detailed. task analyses haye rarely been perforPed. Notable exceptions are the

work of Ornsteih and Naus (1977) and Butterfield and Belmont (1977) on the,

emergence of.Aophisticated rehearsal strategies. Ornstein and Naus have shown

an interesting developmental progression from no produCtion,.to an intermediary

stage of repeating single it ms, to an efficient strategy of cumulative rehearsal.

The cumulative rehearsal: stage is also Subject to gradual refinement as the size

and stability of the *inks selected become more uniform. .Butterfield, War old,

and Belmont (1973) have shown that adequate encoding, retrieval, and a coordination

4, lipOth are necessary for efficient performance on their circular recall task.

Immature memorizers perform inadequately due _to a failtire Of any one or all of
)

14
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these activities.-- Such attention'to intermediate stages of competence is rare.

Although interesting production inefficiencies were documented in the early

. Minnesota studies (Corsini, Pi& & Flavell, 1966), in general, memory tasks

have not been designed s) that systematic' stages in an emergent strategy could
O

- be detected.

In contrast to the memory research, consider two experimental-programs from --

the problem-solving literature7-Gelman's (this volume) analysis of the emergence

of counting principles in very young children, and Siegler's (1976, and this

volume) detailed developmental description of children's strategies for solving

the balance scale` problem. As these programs are also represented at the con-
.

ference, we will rot give adetailed description here. Note, however, that both

programs do share two important features that are not commonly found in studies

of memory strategy development. First, the knowledge under investigation emerges

gradually with several readily identifiable substages. This is particularly true_

of Siegler's work, for the balance task has provided interesting information con-

cerning the levels of competence of childt om five to seventeen years.IGelmen's

imireseive success at uncovering the richness, rather than the poverty, of numerical

reasoning in preschool children has attenuated the Sige range over.. which the skilla

she investigates develops. Second, both programs pravide'delailed specification

of feasible rules for solution,:and the tasks are engineered so that the particulEir

rule used (or not used) by the child can be detected. Thus, both programs provide

information Which is optimal for those who would attempt instructional intervention.,

.Systematic error patterns can be used to diagnose the child's pretraining com-

4
petencies and areaN, s Of weakness, so that instructional routines can be'tailored to

0--

fit the diagnosis.
o

To illustrate, we will use the balance scale problem because of the *tailed

description Of stages and because the instructional relevance of the task analysis

_has already been demonstrated (Klahr & Siegler, in press; Siegler, 1976). The
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-

apparatus is a balance scale with four equidistant pegs on each ,side of a fulcrum.

* Small circular discs, all of equal weightcat6.e placed on the pegs in various

configurations. The arm of till balanc, canci.i0,1ef-or right or remain level,
,- , .x

depending on how the-weights-are arranged. The -.arm is.prevented,from tilting,
.

4-

however,, until the child'predicts which side (if either} will go doWn.4 Siegler

identified fdur systematic rules that children can employ tb solve this task,

rules which fall into a nice hierarthy_of increasing maturity. A child using

rule 1 attends only to weight, the number of circular discs on each side,of the

fulcrum. If they are the same, the child predicts batanCe4.otherwise he predicts,
fA

that the'side with the gteater weight will go down. A child folloWing rule 2 is
,

--.

more advanced for he considers both distance from the fulcrum and amount of Weight_
sil'ois

,
.

whenever the weight: "(number-of discs) on_the two -sides is equal-. Apthenthey.are
I

. ,

,', .

unequal,-weight alone dominates. Children using rule 3 a consideronsider both
(

.

'weight and distance, but when the cues conflict they lack rule for conflict

resolutions and must guess. Rule 4 represents _"mature" knowledge sir 4h a "e

-state," and solution is based on the sum -of- products calculatlon. 4hile\e2p4

five-year-olds can operate systemaiical1y with, rule I, some 16=year-olds still

have problems with rule 4, a nice developmental spectrum for descriptiOL

Siegler's task analysis is successful because he can detect not only rah

. .

mature knowledge of the torOf prindiPle is reached, but also sighiAcant mi

,--. ( .;

stones along the
-

1

rdhle.-'Simifariy, by con idering the errors produced by two
fE

four-year-olds in a counting task, Gelman can diagnose which counting prindip e

the child lacks--that of one-to-onf correspondence, stable ordering, cardinali

,etc. In both cases the key word is diagnosis, not on y of endsstate activitY,

but of starting an intermediate levels as well.,

16
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D. Instruetioial Relevance and Training Studies

Training studies have become a characteristic feature Of both the m

--development and probldm solVing.literaturea, although such endeavors are Initiated

for diffeient reasons. Training studies in the memory development literature are

.by-products of the production deficiency modal experiment and are usually' designed

to answer a question of 'theoretical rather'than.practical-interest. Having demon-

strated that, on their own voll.tion-, young children do not use a particular

strategy effedtively, the researcher movesz-on to'the next step in the modal

experimept--determining whether the deficiency is one of production or mediation.

Training is in tigated, If performance-now improves, the,originai problem is

-deered one of production; if not, a deficit in mediation is inferred. These
/

studies are, in gene*, successful in providing answers to the original ques-

tion of whether production or mediation deficits underlie poor performance. That
ti

rests here, and the modal experiment is judged completeii Juan-

fiable given the original reason-for conducting the experiment.

Since instructional relevance was not a guiding concern-of the Area, the

p ;oponenta can sc rcely be blamed for falling shoreof some_crieeria of accoun-
.

tability. The outcomes of such'studies,'.howeysik have little practical utility.

, -

The fact that five-Year-olds can be trained to rote rehearse like seven- year -olds

may answer a theoretical question, but is of questionable practical significance.

Indeed, it is interesting that the only programs in the area ofmemory develop-
.

meat where practical application has been a major issue are those aimed at

inducing strategic behavior in aberrant populations (Brown, 1974;. Brown & Campione,

1977b;-Butterfield & Belmont, 1977; Cippione & Brown, 1977). The question of

practical outcomes of training is of critical-concern when the subjec-popUlation

is educationally delayed.

lE
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_ .

One must doubt the practical Utility of training memory strategies because,

at best, the result is durable impr&rement on the training task itself, but there

.-...is little evidence for general.improvement in performance on similar tasks

,(Brown, 1974',-1977b). To borrow from Greeno (1976), we can satisfy behavioral
. ,

objectives In that the subjects) do perform the trained behaviors, but we cer-
,

1'
tainly halle not satisfied cognitive objectives of changing the subject's under--

lying g-cognitive processes or the way he views.themory problems in the future.

_Without evidence of transfer; ,of a ggnuine improvement in the subject's under-

standing of the proEesses involved, one must ask *tether improvement on the

training` task_ is a desirable end product. .As the majority of memory

-
training studies have focused on inculcating specialized skills of rote learning

lists, the instructional relevance of!--these outcomes is questionable'.

Given the 'undoubte&cost ot the detailed task analyses needed before informed

instruction can be initiated,(Brown, 1977br.Butterfield & Belmont,,X977;

Siegler, incpress), it seems reasonable to suggest that instructional relevance

be the guicling,force in the initial choice of training tasks (Resnick, 1976). We

.

should consider tasks where imprOvement would be a desirable outcome even #hout
. ,.

.

wininggeneralization from the training situation. Fa' example, severely retarded rk

institutionalized people can be trained to perform complex industrial assembly

jobs if the seemingly complex tasks are'broken into easily manageable subunits

(Gold, 1972; Wade & Gold, 1977).' Theigoal of the,training procedure is to achieve

quick rorless performance on the training task itself, because/armed with this

skill he hitherto unikployable individual can earn a living wage. Generalization

*
of the training is d.;t' prerequisite for a substantial practical improvement in

..
the t inee's situation.

k
Most*training,attempts'in the problem-solving literature

.

have ocused on- elementary arithmetic, counting, reading subprocesses, scientific
...

reasoning etc. The major investigators in this area have taken the instructional`'

1.8
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televanee,principle seriously, 4hile this has not been a main purpose bf memory

,training studies.

A--second feature of memory training Studies is that `the training. itself iv

somewhat cursory. Some of the better procedures consist of the experimenter

modelling briefly what he determines tively}rr be the desired strategy.-

Some of the worst procedures consist of the experilentet restructuring t to-be-

xemembeted material (e.g., by blocking categories), presumably in the hope that

the trainee will derive the implicit strategylor=himgelf. The superiority of

expliCit intervention has been amply documented (Brown & CampionewM7a, 1977b;

Butterfield & Belmont, 1977; Campione & Brown, 1977); However, svetthe better

attempts(at explicit instruction are not based on sophisticated task analysis

and -do not take inio'consideration the Articular needs of the trainee. The one

notable exception to this rule is the program of Butterfield- and Belmont (1977).

In contrast, detailed task analysis Is a characteristic feature of training

studies in the problem solving area, and the benefits of this approach for

tailoring individual instruction can be illustrated by_again-considering the

balance scale_problem. Having established the psychological reality of the four-
.

rule hierarchy, Siegler (1976) proceeded to provide training relative to the

starting level of the trainee. Groupsof five- aptlPiight-year-old childreA who

were etating with rule'l were presented*with two4typesotraining, distance

and conflict problem Distance problems pr6Vide the childtith experi7 ,

,

ence with'rule 2; while conflict problems_provide experience necessary for rule 3.

_Thus training with distance problema

oriiina/ starttng'ioint and conflict.

ahead.

as geared One level above the child's--

aininA, was aimed dt two'(or mote) steps

t'..

The stage was set to test a widespread assumption concerning training, that

--..the distance between the child's existing
.
nOwledge and new infprmation is a

19
.
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critical determinant of how successful that training-will be (BrowW, 1975s, 1978;

Infielder, Sinclair & Bovet, 1974; &pm, 1974; Piaget, 1971) This was confirmed,

as both age groups benefitted froin training only one level beyond their initial

campetencb. When training was geared two levels beyond pretest levels, only the

older children showed'imprOvement. In subsecnient studies it was determined that

the five -year olds' difficulty was one of,..encoding; they failed to ekcode distance

. \
information,. concentrating theii_attention solely on weight. After training in'

_

encoding distance, they too could receive somt,benefit from the conflict problems.

As expected, near training as found to be more effective, although.trainiiii aimed-

,

twa levels above pretest competencyprovided some help. Presumably, training on

rule 4 would not improve the-__lot o4 rule 1 subjects. Of main interest -here Is

Ihav4detailed task analyses informed intelligent instruction."' As a'rgpult of his

task decomposition, Siegler was able to determine the initial level of the trainee

and what would constitute near far training for him. Training could therefore

be aimed at the child's present level, and entering ability was the determinant

4 -
of what 'type of,training was needed, rather than age or ptetesr failure as is the

case in memory studies..

In this section we have emphasized differences in the currentappioaches

taken in the mainstream of the,mtmory development and problem solving areas.

'These-differences are most apparent 'when one considers task analyses and
.

'indtruc--

tional relevance. Note, hoover, that although there is a clear difference in

emphasis,'both literatutes have followed a similar evolutton. Both have pro-
-

gressed from a concentration on demonstration studies,' tBrough a period of pro-

1

ductipn deficiency examinationst to a concern with training (Kuhn, 1974). By
-

emphasizing recent advances in the.probleth-solving literatures we hoped to

illustrate a weakness in the current state of the art concerning memory develop
,
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III. Commonalities Between.Memory Development Inc Pftlem-Solving Literature
.

;In the previous.sections we have emphasized/divergencebetween investigators

18

&-in the mainstream of memory development research and those classified as cognitive
9'

.
/

,

.
,

psychOlogists interested in problei solving. /Hete we will emphasize an area of
- ,

,

0

l---
.convergence, foe'investigators in both areas' are becoming increasingly concerned

with the Child's knOwledge about the rules', strategies, or goals needed for

efficient performance. Klahr_ (1974) diapinguished between_ and the.4
i. 5, 7 . .

_knowledge
.

.understanding of that knbwledge. For memory theorists the division is between,
(

.

memory skills and capacities, andmetaragmory, the knowledge one has coneerrting
, .

them (Flavell & Wellman, 1977). Most theor/ies of human cognition and
-

artificial
s).

, intelligete alsd: make a distinction betweenthe knowledge and routines 'available'
_

-

to the system and the executive that monitors-andapontrols the use of these, datar
though we appreciatelk

,

e there are serious problems with-this simple dichotomyf
.

rown, 1977a, 1977b; Klahr, 1974;.Winograd, 1975; Woods-,- 1977), in the interest

of brevity we will accept the divisiOn heretand.gnore the theoretical complica-

tionsl- ,Alto in the interest of brevity, we will not review the literature con:-

cerning mEtacognitive development, as there are now available several reviews of

the gradual emergence-of self-itterritntion and regulation over_a wide range of

situations (Brown, 1977a, 1977b,).977c; Flaveil,J976; Flavell.& Wellman ,1977)-..

A. Self-Interrogation and Self-Regulation
.

The main premise we would like to discuss is that when faced with a new type.

of problem, anyone is a novice to a certain extent. 'Novices often .failto perform

efficiehtly not only because they may,lack certain skills but because they_ate
_

-44--..=..

.

deficient in terms of self-conscious participation and intelligent self-regulation
e

of their actions. The novice tends not to 'know much about either his capabilities

On a new'task or the techniqUes necessary to perform efficiently.; he may even have#

difficaty determining what goals'are desirable, let alone what steps are required

r.

I
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to get there. Note that this innocence is not necessarily age reliteChi, this

.volume), but is more a function' of inexperience in a new problem situation.

Adults and qhildrer. display Similar confusion when confronted with a new prqblem:

a novice chess player. (Chi, 1977) has many of the same problems of metacognition

*that the very 'small card player experienced (Markman, 1977). For both,`-the

situation is relatively new and difficult.-Aarring significant transfer from

prior experience, the beginner in any plobletgsolving situation has, not developed

the necessary knowledge about how and what to think under the_new circumstances.

The point we wish to emphasize is that children find themselves so situated
. t

more often than adults, and very young children may be neoph tes in almost all

.problem situations. Thus an explanation of why young children have such generalized

metacOgniti:ve deficits (Brown, 1977b;F1avel1 & Wellman, 141) is that most-of

our experimehtal.tasks areboth new and difficult forthei.' It is this lack_of

fatiliarity with the game at 'hand that leads-to a concomitant lack of self*
._ .

.

interrogation-concerning the current state of knOwledge and to inadequate selec-
,

.t-
a.,

Lion and monitoring of necessary steps_tO decrease the distance betWeen starting
i ,

levels and desired goals. The child's initial "passivity" in many memory and

problem solving tasks,- his failure to check and monitor his ongoing activities,
0

his failure to make his own task analysis, could be the direct,result of gross
.-

inexperience on such tasks; This does not,mean that young children are incapable

of self-regulation, only that they tend not to bring such procedures to bear

immediately on new problems. __Children are uniVersal novices, it takes experience

before they build up the knowledge and confidence which would enable them to adopt

routinely the self7interrogation mode of the expert (Bransford, Nitach & Franks,

1977).

x -

lilthbugh

activities-into

absolute novices tend not

their initial attempts -to

to inCorpor4te effective metacognitive.
,

solve problems,-it is not simply the case'

22'
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that experts'do and noviceedo not engage in effectivc-self-ragulatiOn. As
'... .. .

Simon and Simon (this volume) have pointed out in their study of physics
._..

20

ptoblem solvers,-the expert engaged In less observable mel.f=-questioning than

did the relative novice, for the processes of problem solving in this domain

had 'Iccome relatively.automatiz 6x the expert. The relative novice, however,

provided many instances of overt ,pelf- questioning and checking. Note that Simbnas

aud
,

SiMbn's novice had received sufficient background instruction so that the

basic rulesforltolution were knogm to her. We would characterize her state of

knowing g's typital of the leatner, acquainted with the rules of the game and

beginning tOikequire expertise.

We would not be surprised to find that there is a relatively typical pattern

of activity characterizing the process of becoming an expert. First, the

olute novices would she littlLor no intelligent self-regulation due to

omplte unfamiliarity with the task. This would be followed by an increasingly

active pericirof deliberate self - regulation as the problem solver beebmea

faMi]far with the necessary rules and subprocesses, and attempts to orchestrate

:hese activities which are deliberate and demand effort. Finally, the performance

of the expert would run off smoothlyas the necessary subprocesses and their

coordination have all been overlearned tc the point where they can be coordinated

ffi

: elatively automatically.
4 .

We have as yet little developmental data to suggest that such a pattern is'

a characteristic feature of growth during. problem solving, but we would liki to,

predict that such a progression would be a relatively stable feature of learning

in many domains. Furthermore. although age spdPexperienoe are obviously intimately

related, we do not believe that thdP growth pattep'is_neqes.sarily age related.

Young children may show the same progression of naivety to competence within

impler task domains. Evidence such as that provided by Child (f volume)

h-

;23
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young chess experts is exactly the kind needed td support this conjecture!

we wish to understand how much of the young child's ineptitude is due to la

expertise, rather than age per ge, we must look at behavior in areas whey- the

child is competent as well as those where he is inefficient.'.

There is one other factor that might contribute to'the young child general.

petacognitive'problem. -.-In.addition to being hampered by the-novelty most

experimental si ons, young children may simply not realize that ere are

certain metacogn tive operations which.will be useful in practicall any situation.

These general m acognitive skills-are-discussed at length in paper

f'

f/7(Brown, 1977b , and we will, only briefly summarize them here. Th b skills__---
i

if--

of metacognition which the child must acquire include predicting /the consequences
4,--

Of el action or event, checking the results of one's own actions (did it-'work),one's

monitoring one's ongoing activity (how arA I doing), reality teting (does-this..

make sense), and a variety of other behaviors for coordinating and controlling, .

deliberate attempts to learn and solve problems. These skills are the basic

characteristicth of efficient thought, and one of their most,important properties

is that they are transsituational. They apply to the whole range of problem --.#

low_solvingLactivitiesfram_artificially_sctuQtUfe4-experimantal settings to what

we psychologists defensively refer to as "real world, everyday life situations.
'NB

It is equally important to check the_resultsof an operation against some cri-

terion of acceptability, whether one is memorizing a prose passage or reading a

textbook, following instructions in a laboratory experiment, a classroom, or on

the street. A child has to learn these various skills, but perhaps of equal

Importance, he has to learn that they are almost universally applicable,-that

-whenever he is faced with a new task, it will be to his advantage,to attempt to

apply his general knowledge about how to learn and solve problems.

24
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Not on1 does interest in metacognition.characterize,both the problem-

--- solving
. , ..

and memory development literatures of American developmental psychology,
. . ...

.

but traditionally this has been a prime goncern' of Soviet studies of cognitive

development, Vygotsky (1962) weivone of,the first to describe the two phases in

the development bf knowledge: first its automatic unconscious acquisitions

followed by a graddal increase-in active, conscious- control over. that knowledge.

f , '4 I
Recent translations of previously unknoWn work.of Vygotsky's attests to his life-

long interest in what we now call metacognition (Wertsch, personal communication).
0

The-ingenious studies of Istomina,in tracing the goal-directed,-conscious control-

.of early memory 6ttafegies (Istomina, 1975) and later study skills (Smirnov,
.

Istomina, MalYtseva and-SEimokhvalova,'1971) are notable exceptions to the

wastelands discussed above. Thus, there is Considerable agreemedt among

- American and Soviet psychologists -that what develops in a variety of problem-

solving situatione is the increasing conscious control and regulation of goal-

oriented 'strategies.

B. Invention and Generalization

given their common_ nterests in training strategies or rules and in meta-

coghitive development, it is not surprising that in both the problem-solving and

Memory development fields, there is a growing interest in whether metacognitive

,

development can' be fostered or accelerated by direct intervention. The position

has been nicely stated by Norman, Pentner and Stevens.

The skills of debugging are clearly important ones. Papert
believes it is perhaps even 'ire important_fq teach 4 child how to
debug hieown knowledge than to teach him the knowledge itself.
The implication is that if a child knows how to learn, then he can
get the knowledge by himself. We find that this philosophy strikes
a sympathetic' chord: .Why do we not attempt to teach some basic .

cognitive skills such as hots to organize one's knowledge, how to
learn, how -to solve problems, how to correct errors in understanding.
These strike us as basic components which ought to-be taught along
with---the content matter (Noiman et al., 1976, P. 194).

4
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The same philosophy has been stated recently in both the memory training

1.1

.
.

and problem-soling literatures Brown, 1977);-and Of course it' isthe essence
. . \

of the distinction between cognitive and behavioral objectives of gaining
I

I

)... . -. -
(Greeno, 1976). the central question is how do we foster the development of

\*

generalized knowledge concerning one's own cognitive actions and, to go even.

further, how do we induce invention of new and more efficient skills -for problem
.

\ /
_

solution?- Facile glpetalization and invention are traditional signs of intelli-
A7'.- q+

gent activity and ahprime candidates for'"what develops ".. /bung and slaw-

learning children are=nbt efficient at: (1) going beyond the infOrmation_given,

(2) inventing new solutions, or (3) transpciting old solutions across task

boundaries. These problems distinguish their behavior.over a wide variety of

'tasks.

The question of whether directrintervention can bring aboUt improvement in

I

*metacognitive functions is only just beginning to be the subject of intensive

research activity. It is easy to Suggest th'aistraining.should be:aimedl showing

children,"how to organize their knowledge," "how t6 learn " and "how to solve

problems"; but is considerably more difficult to instantiate these suggestions_

in concrete training programs. Some advandes have been made, however. Resnick

has had some success in the,area%of elementary mathematical reasoning in instructing

"routines that put the learner in a good position to_dipcover or invent strategies

for themselves" (Resnick, 1976, p. 72). Simtlirly, our initial attempts at

.

Inculcating simple checking and monitoring strategies have been quite successfUl

and, indeed, represent our only evidence of geneialization in educable retarded

children (Brown Sr,Cmnpione, 1977b). ait example, children -trained to estimate
6

their recall readiness prior to a test of ordered rote rec all of a list of
4-

picture names, became more efficient and maintained their efficiency for at least

a year. Furthermore, the effects Of training generalized to -a' somewhat different.

26
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task, where the ohildrtp were required to indicate their readiness to, reproduce
.

the gist oesimple stories Training

befbre respondik does seem io be effe

As a further illustration of the

children to stop, check, and self-question

..-memory development fields, both Resnic

have-independettly,extended the idtion

teriatic of successful learning to the

suggest that instruction in conscious

dtivt.

convergence of the problem-solving and

k (Resnick & Beck, 1977) and Brown (1977c)

of self-regulation as a general charac-

problem of reading, comprehension. Both

use of self-interrogation and self-

monitoring strategies might prove effective in enhancing comprehension skills

of poor readerk.

These preliminary successes with training self- monitoring in children ar

: ..; . ^
m9st encomraginglk ally.encouraging for the prognosis 'of sucdeasful-tre:ining

-"

c'

of metacognitivethsights is the outcome Of-an intensive course in'prOblem-
,

solving skills.prolkdeefoi college students (Hayes, 1976). Self-reports at the
. ..41

endqf'the semester-long training piogram"indicated that the main areas of

. - .

impioveMent w e ones we -would term metacognitive. The studentareported
. .,

increased awa ness of th ir Own cognitive4processes; improvement in planning
. - -

0.

Ad organizing, Increased_diagnostic skids, (or personal task analyags), and
, 4 ft *..

improvement inlegeneraliiid problem7solvini skills. Attempts to develorintensive

. .

training programs aimed at Young and slow-learning children are currently undOr-

way in our laboratory;Ormin, 1977id.
. /4

-
Aa we :have seen, it is,primarily in the area of metacognitive development

F-7,----
.

._ .%
a

,that the areaeof problem solving and memo4 development converge. xIt is also,

, ler''

. .
. . -

. a .

here that current interest and activity is 'being generated, and_ are optimistic
...

v that from such ap'prAches we will gain considerable insiglit-ittowhat develops "*

in normar children and what can be inducedin the lass proficient.
41'.- . . . .

.
. .
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C. Strengths and Weakneis of Both Approaches

25

The two major bodies%of-knowledge concerning cogniffve development, the

problem-solving and memory development literatures, ha been compared and con-

treated. We have emphasized the major differences Wapproach and indicated that

the one topic. of current coneern'in both areas is the6of meXacognition. this
, -

4i

----.=,1-

merging_of,interest from two distinct fields of inqu4.0 is exciting, and it is

because of this convergence that we select the istdajo itive skills of4self-

.,

interrogation and self-regulation as prime candidates for what develops.,

1l.

In cor.' ..rasting the differences rather than the dliMilarities of evolution in

the two research areas, we have also highlighted the strength& and weaknesses-of

eacha.pproac4for the strengths of-one are the weaknesses-of the other, The large

f

body of literature in the.memory develoP usarea has provided us with impressive

.

evidence of the generality of the strategy deficit problem in young childrenle-
_,.. . u

,
% .

thinking. There are literally hundreds-of examples of the young child's failure.
,

to employ common!!pemoni4-en-ld6dratOry rote leatning tasks.

We know a considerable amount aboUt how the child comes to employ drate

skills of rememberihg, first in the realm of real-world activities (Istom

1975), and then.as a deliberate goal of laboratory tasks. We also know a con-
r

diderable,amount about what doea\not_devalop.(BroWn, 1975; Chi, 1976) : .'We can

'. ..I ' __

,

predict fairly.accurately not only that the young will perform poorly ontmemoyy

. - . . ..0

tasks,
,

but where or -when their'difficulties will be most apparent. We also are

. . .

beginning tomake progress in identifying the underlying proceases responsible

for inadequate performance (Chi, 1976; Huttenlocher r& Burke,_ 1976). thedIpare*

real and important advances. Researchers in

of the'needkor expenaive,.detailed task' anal

data to support their conclusion. Their cone

problems with fortunate properties of eas)%dis
a

roblem-solving a7eas,

ses, do net

ration on

omposition

because

have a similar mass of

a very limited set of

into stepi is inevitable..
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The major weaknesses in the memory development, literature are'the strengths

of the problem-solving area. Whereas the memory studies can be chaiaaerized

by a general lack of detailed explicit modelkof varying states of competence,

the problem-solving literature has several good examples of detailed models.

Siftilarly, a,concern for instructional relevance is a notable feature of the

problem-solving area, but memory-training studies have not been designed to answer

questions of instructional relevance.:

What is needed at this point is a merging of the two disciplines, a convergendi

which can most readily be achieved by considering new tasks and processes where

a dichotomization between strictly memory versus problem-solving tasks would not

be made. In'the next section we'will introduce some of op* favorite candidates.

'IV.- Alternate Methods for Asking What Develops

In order to answer the pertinent question concerning cognitive development,

what develops; it may be necessary for us to expand the repertoire. -off -tasks

'strategies we'select for intensive examination. If such an, expansion is warranted,

-00it might be wise, befoVi embarking, to consider critically the criteria by whiCh
4

we select new `asks.' Ideally, we would like to harness the strengths of both the

traditional memory and'problem-solving literatures. In this section we will

(a) indulge in speculation concerning ideal criteria fo'r task selection, (b)

introduce a subset'of iasid where we have some initial data and which we believe

tap,important psychological processes, and (c) Oggest alternate methods_of

Observing cognitive* growth.

A. Criteria for Selecting Tasks and Strategies

Extrapolating from the previous sections, me/believe th'it an ideal strategy

to study would be one that is within the repertoire of the child across a wide -

age range and one that X fairly be said to.represent an important cognitive

activity. Furthermore, starting, internadiate,'and'onding atates'shoula all be



4

'2T

"Faceable. Ideally, the process under examination should be susceptible to

description by means of detailed, explicit models which can map its developmental,

progression.' The type of activity we have been lobkihg for, therefore,.are that

that show interesting early precursors and are activities engaged in during problem

solving by both yoUng-and old-

In addition to a broad age range where the processes Of interest are undergoing

.change, a broad task range should
Pa.

also be a selection criterion. By this we mean

that the_protess under investigation should be a useful activity across a wide
0-

variety of tasks. If we are to invest considerable effort in mapping a develop-
,-

mental_progression in some cmitive domain, we should focus on a_cognitive process

Of-Widespread generality. And, it the same vein, if we are prepared to embark on

training-attemptS4 whether for baaic or applied reasons, the process we wish to

inculcate should have reasonable instructional relevance. Furthermore, training

preferably should result in cognitive gains as well as behavioral gains -Oreeno,

1976.

-Finally, we should select a task where we can consider not only the activity

of interest but the growing knowledge'that the child has,_concerning that activity.

=

This knowledge should be measurable by m"s other than just-self-report, i.e"

there should be some method of externalizing the' flexibility with which the child

controls and governs his own behavioral repertoire.
, k
.., k

Of Loursei-veriout criteria become differentially importint depending on the
t.--,

..,

, .
particular goak'of a research program. Vol. exampl- for those interested in

trainin§the critdria of instructional relevance and a broad range of applicability

,----
4

are, paramount.' But these criteria VOuld not be-so important for those concerned
. - _. w

Z.,

with for example, the earliest signs.of,strategid-planning. We have included -the

aei of criteria here merely to illustrate some of-the general concerns which should

be considered whedembarking on a program of developmental research. The ones we
it
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is.

have chosen are no doubt important but there are no*doubt others we have over=
...

looked. In addition, we would not pretend that the tasks we have seiected
,

successfully meet even our own criteria. Rather, we have introduced a few

,

idiosyncratic candidates wiLich we favor and Which we belitve have the potential

of eventually satisfying a subseti.of the criteria.

B. Selected Tasks and Strategies

1. Extracting the main idea. Getting the gist.of a message, whether Ork

or written, is an essential communicative as well as information-gathering

rs
activity. Without this ability, children would never learn a language-and would

certainly never come to use that language as a vehicle for communication. The

ability to extract the_main idea, to the exclusion of nonessential detail, may

be a naturally-occurring proclivity, given of course a reasonable match between

0.

the complexity of the message and the receiver's current cognitixe status

(Brown, 19750--

In a recent series'of studies (Brown & Smiley, 1977a, 1977b), we have been

considering the limited case where children must extract'the main theme of a

passage,-a story. Our subject population has raned from preschoolers as

young as three years of age to,college students, and the stories are adap

suit the different age groups. We find the same pattern across age: with or

without conscious intent to do so, subjects extract the mainttheme of a story

and ignore trivia. Even the youngest child s recall favors the essential action
. _,

.

sequences of the story. Preschool children provide less detailed recall of stories

or events, but they. do favor the main theme. Older children have more highly-
-

developed scripts (Nelson, 1977; Nelson & Brown, 1977) for storytelling, but, ,

even very young children apprehend the essential gist of a story plot (Brown, 1976):

Children are misled in. their comprehension of stories by tht same snares

f
Chat trap adults (Brown, Smiley, Day,-T6i,Etiad 1977).__Led to believe

31 A
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. , ----____---.
,

certain "fact's" concerning'a main character or the location of an action,/facts
.. .

/

which never appear in the originarstory,- children disatbigu te and eIabOrate in
, 1

.

the same way as adults. They false recognize theme-congruent distractors in

, . .

recognition tests, and introduce importations from their preexisting knowledge

-1 ,.....- .t --

when recalling. Ili addition,-they have difficulty distinguishing between their

own elaborations-and the actual story con-ienc.---

If there is such essential similarity across ages in how chilgren constructs

-a message from prose passages, what then is the interesting developmental trend?

Not surprisingly, given the theme of this chapter,we believe that what develops

is increasing conscious contro the naturally-ocCurring tendency,'a control;

which allows' more efficient gathering of infdrmation.

As children mature they become abl$e to predict in advance ghat are the

essential organizing features and crucial elementsiof texts (Brown & Smiley,

.1977, 1977b) Thanks to this.foreknolhedge, they'make better use of extended

study time. If given an extra-period for study (equal to three times their-
,

2
reading rate), children from seventh grade up improve their recall considerably

for important elements of text; recall of less important details does not improve.

.. '+

Children below seventh grade do not usually shoig such effective use of additional

study tide; their,recall improves, if at ail, evenly across all levels of impor-

tance. As a result, older students' recall protocols following study include

all She essential elements and little trivia. Younger children's recall, though.

still favoring important elements, has many such elements missing.

We-believe-,that older. students benefit from increased study time as a direct

result of their metacogniiive insights and their ability to predict ahead of tite-

. -

what are-the important elements 'Younger students, not so prescient, cannot be

.
expected to,distribute extra time intelligently; they do not:concentrate on only

. ,

.

the important' elements of text, since they do not know in advance what they are.

.

.

4.

. . \
.
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TO substantiate our belief that metacognitive control governs this develop-_
mental trend we have observed the study 'actions of our subiects. In partiCular,

we,have examined the physical records they providei records that can be scored

objectivelynotes and underlining of texts. _A:certain proportion of children.,

from fifth grade

all ages, the ph

elements; i.e.

and up epontaneougly underline or take notes during'study, At

ysical records of spontaneous subjects favored the important

the notes oreunderiined'sections concentrated on,elements of the

textepreviously rated as "crucial toi-the theme.

Students induced to adopt one of these strategies did not show a similar
44.

sensitivity to imporeancef they took notes or underlined more randomly. 'Some of

the very young children underlined all-the text when told to underline. Although

.

the efficiency of physical record keeping in induced subjects did improve with
4

,/
age,'it-never reached- the standard set 'by 'spontaneous use rs of ,the strategy.

Furthermore, the recall scores of spontaneous producers were much superior. Even

fifth graders who spontaneously underlined showed an adult-like pattern'and.used
/ _

extra study to differentiallylimprove their recall of,important elements. When
_ 4

we combined all -fifth graders, the few spontanedis kodUcers and the_rest, the

efficient, pattern of the spontaneous children was masked.

It should be pointed out that we do not believe there is a magical age at

which children becom le to indicate the important elements of a text. ,This

is obviously a case of'headfitting (Brown, 1975a, 1978), i.e.,.the intimate-,
,t

relation of the child's current knowledge and the com4exity of the stimulus

materials. We have found that with much simpler texts children-can plck out the

main ideas at a much earlier age. We are currently examining whether they'ehow

a concomitant decrease in the age of onset of simple'atrategies given this

foresight.

in short, knowledge-about texts (or any messagesource for that matter) must
t .

consist of general knowledge about consistent featdres of all texts and specific

33
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_knowledge about the particular exemplar at hand, a specific knowledge which must

be influenced by the idiosyncratic characteristics such as complexity. Similarly,

we would expect thaestrategies for leaining from text would depend on general

-strategic knowledge about suitabl activities-but these would have to be

'

trig gered by certain specifii feat res of the text now being studied. Quite

simply; if'tle text is so complicated that the reader cannot identify the maid

points, be can s carcely be expected to'select them for extra study, even if he

possesses the prerequisite strategic knowledge that this would be a good study

ploy, Thus, we would predict that even the sophisticated college,dfudent may

'behave immaturely'.when studying a diffic ext.

This brief summary'of some gf our ongoing research (for details see BrOwu

& Smiley, 197Th), illustrates w we believe to be a repetitive pattprn in cog-

nitive development. What develop is often increasing consci ous-control over'an

early emerging process. Even young children extract the essential gist of messages

if they are not misled by red herrings, such as artificially increased salience
. .

of nonessential detail (Brown, 7.977b). All our subjects have shown this ability
4

to a lesser or greater extent --even preschool children (Brown, 1976), poor

readers6-(Smileys Oakley, Worthen, Campione & Brown, 1977), and-slow learners

(Brown & Cvapione,977b).. What, develops with-age is strategies to assist this
. .

process and enhanced sophistication and control over the se strategies; a sophis-
.

tication embedded in increasing metacognitive insights. Using his knowledge about

elements of texts, his knowledge.concernig how to study, and the interface of

0
these two factors, the older student

c

can become much more efficient when processing

information presented in Cats..

2. Visual scanning. Our nex t- 'selection of'a naturally-ocdurring ability

which shows interesting refinement and developing conscious control with age
0 0

i experience is the behavior of visual scanning, the process by which one

34
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"actively, selectively, andsequentially acquiresinformation-from the visual-

environment" (Day, 1975). .Eiett.ive and-efficient visual ;Canning.requires'a

high degree of executive control, directing fixations and sequencing eye movements

from one point of the-visual array to another.

The process of visual scanning begins iu the first hours of life. Even

newborn infants scan visual stimuli (Salapatek,,1975), but it a very restricted

fashion: the young infant id likely to limit his fixaaons,to oily one corner

of a simple geometric figure (Salapatek,' 1968), or to just-one_f e of a face

(Maurer & Salapatek, 1978), The young_infant's attention is.d awn,-aliost com-

pelled, to, -small areas of high contrast. He Semi to have very ited voluOtary
... ,. . .. _ .. ..

control_over his looking And has been characterized.As "captured" by visual

stimuli (Ames & Silfen, 1966; Stechler & Latz, 1966).

,This involuntary looking gradually gives way during the first few months to

much more voluntary control. ?5T three or four. mantho A baby -scans the entire

pattern .not just a single feature (Gibson, 1969); and thus becomes capable Of

extracting mote, er-ievelinformation. In addition, active stimulus compari-
.

Eon is performed (R3ff, 1975): when presentedwith-tvo visual_patterns,ILbaby

-looks back iud forth between the two. The degree of shifting increases with age.

The more similar. the stimuli, the more looking back and forth the infant does,

suggesting that even for infants the deployment of a strategy-depends on the

'difficulty of the task. Tlius, in the first few months of life we can see impor-

7
tent refinements in visual scanning. The behavior comes more and more under

voluntary control and gains the infant an ever - increasing amount-of information,

and forgathering information' can be identified.

The later developmental course of visual scanning parallels the changes,

°marring during infancy. Many aspects-of development can be attributed to the

expanding role' cif interna? planful, self-regulation of scanning and the concomitant
F
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d'Icreasing importance of external variables. '-&tholigh the young Jalant gradirally

stops being 'captured" by, simple stimuli-, we see repeated exam les of,this.same

2rOblem in older children attempting tc cope witti more complex tasks. =The exact

e
manifestation war es according.to the situatik,n. For example, when studying an

unfamiliar irregular shape, three-year-old subjects make fewer eye movements than

six-year-olds (Zinchenko, Chzhi-tsin, & Tarakanov,,i963). Furthermore, the _

younger children fixated primarily in the center of the figure, while the older

children's fixatiorrIcover its more informattve contours.

Although six-year-olds in the tinchenko et al. study showed relatively mature

lcpmning, if a more comnlex stimulus were presented, they might display immature

scanning. Mackworth and Bruner (1970) showed adults and six-year-old children
_

sharply focussed photographs with a eat deal of detail information.' The six-
,

year-olds often :became-"so hooked by the details" that they failed to can broadly

A
over the rest of the stimulus: "Having arrived at a 'good place' on which to

res heir gaze;"they'seem to feel 'disinclined' to leap into the unknown areas

of the 'rharp,..pictures" (p. 165). Mackworth and Bruner concluded that adults

posSeFs _effectime visual search program, which enables them to coordinate

central and peripheral vision together, bul that children do not.
.
Children can

extract detail i-formation centrally, and they can detect Peripheral stimuli.

However, they cannot executethe two operations simultaneously. Thus, the_main

problem is one of coordination and control, not the presence or absence of specific

skills.
ft

Increased cognitive control as also reflected in other important developmental

changes-in visual scanning. For example, children's scanning gradually becomes

rare systematic, indl'auting the presencd of higher-order organization of the

behavior.: Vurpillot (1968) filmed the eye movements of four- to nine-year-old

children as they decided if two houses were identical.` Unlike the older subjects,

the yoUngest children rarely made the systematic paired comparisons of comparably

36
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located windows that are necessary for succ ssful performance. Furthermore, the,

. ,.,.
.

young children's scanning was less exhausti When two identical houses were
1

. , ,e

shown, they often failed to look at all the windows-VeforeRronouncing the

houses the same.

Another important developmental change in visual scanning Is that with age

children focus on the more informative areas of a visual stimulus. The older the

Child, the more likely he is to fixate those distinctiv,e features that give him

the greatest amount of relevant information for the task at hand (Mackworth-&

Bruner, 1970; Olson, 1970; Zinchenko et al,, 1963). wConversely, young children

find it more difficult to ignore irrelevant infbrmation. Just as in incidental

memory studies_and in prose studying experiments, the youngerthe.child the more

attention he is likely to devote to stimuli that are to the task he

is performing (Pushkina, 1971).

Although ire have mentioned several general developmental trends,in-visual

scanning, it is extremely important to recognize that scanning behavior at "any

age will-vary greatly depending on the nature_of the task and situation Our

estimate cif children's capabilitiae will always; necessarily, be a nction of the

task we use to make the estimate, and we Will probably err any tithe we characterize

the child as being either strategic or not strategic at a gi nage, as being

deficient at one point and productive-at another. For example, consider the

question of whethar preschool children can employ a trategy of scanning

'systematically. The answer will depend very much on the stimulus presented.. A'
4,,

child might scan quite systematically around a group of figures arranged in a

circle, in which case, as Pay (1975) notes, the strategy is essentially "given"

Teby the stimulus. However, the same child might scan randomly the same number of

figures in a mote complexvarrangement. Thus, it will be crucially important to

what extent, the child must generate and impose his own strategy On a visual array._

37
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Similarly, the degree of difficulty children have attending to informative

and ignoring irrelevant aspects depends on the stimuli. The clearer the'stimuli,

the more likely childten are to locate informative areas. The lead organized the

stimulus and the greater the number of distracting elements it contains, the

harder it will-be for the child to ignore those irrelevantelements. Although

-by adulthood scanning has usually developed into quite an efficient,_individu-

aliied process (Noton & Stark, 1971), adults are by 1100 means immune to the meta-

cognitive problems childreh experrence so frequently. If required to perform'a

difficult scanning task, such as inspecting chest x-rays for signs of pathology

(Thomas, 1968), adults (relative novices) often suffer som of the same defici-

-encies seen in children, e.g., failing-to scan as exhaustively as necessary or

failing to focus on the most informatiVe areas.

Scanning tasks thus reveal the same genet0: pattern illustrated.by the gist

- u
recall procedure. Scanning a visual array, like extracting, the main idea, is a

naturally- occurring response necessary for a wide variety of tasks, and for sur-

vival. As the child ,matures_ he develops the ability to 6ontrol and coordinate

scanning, to make. scanning a strategic action tailored finely to changing_task

demands.

Retrieval procestes. For our third &ample we have selected retrieval,

considered broadly 'to encompass finding objects hidden in the external environ-

ment as well as retrieving information temnprarily lost in memory. In both cases.

--.the subject often must.use some other information to help him track down the

desired object or thought. Although children can use external cues to searcp-

the environment before they use internal cues to search their own memories, many

of the same strategies are relevant, to both activities. Furthermdre, iniboth

these activities an importqnt aspect of what develops, is that the child,is' ,

increasingly able to direct and control his search ptocedures, i.e., he achieves
,

, - .--;','

- 'increasing metacognitive control, including planning ahead to facilitate later

38
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retrieval and executing a search according to a logical plan. Our discussion

?eke 0111 draw heavily on the, work of John Flavell and his colleagues, for they

have been by far the most active and'creatiVe investigators in this area.

Retrieval activities Occur naturally at ap early age and continue to develop

e-over a long period Sf time. Even infants are capable of organizing a sequence ofw.
behaviors into a search, but their initial efforts are very limited. The earliest

. --.

.

information
1-

we have concerning the
.

development of retrieval comes from object

permanence tasks. When six- or seven-month-old infants first start searching for

hidden objects,Ithey often do something very interesting from the point of view

of self-regulation. A ahild may initiate what appears to be an attempt to remove

the cloth concealing a desired object, only to become distracted by the cloth

its4f. We can characterize this as a failure to maintain executive control:

the midst of conducting a search the child appears to forget the goal of theA

or

search,find subsequently ceases those behaviors originally directed toward
f.

achieving the goal. A minimal requirement for the coordination and control of

retrieval efforts is the ability to keep the goal in mind for a sufficient period

of time and in the face of distradtions.

Another interesting aspect of ealy_retrieval activities is that even

toddlers employ rudimentary strategies in their search efforts, as revealed by

the perseveratille search errors they make in object permanence tasks (theStage

IV'error)., Beginning at about eight months, an infant who has previously found

an objecitlidden at one place-01 is likely to search for it'again at-A, even

though he has just witnessed_thelobject being hidden at a second location (B).

We imuldeay, with Harris (1973), that the infant seems to be employing a stra-

tegy of looking for an object in the place where he found it before. Although

thii strategy has obvious limitations and often causes the infant to fail in

object permanence tasks, it seems reasonable. chat looking for an object where

39
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Ile found it before would serve the child relatively well in his everyoty inter-

actions with objects. Interestingl,Y, children as old as*two.have been found to
1

rely on this same strategy (Loughlin & Daeliler, 1973; Webb, Masur, & Nactolny,

.4.

We have characteriied the toddler's search as strategic, because it suggests

the systematic execution.of_a plan. -The degree of self-conscious participation

involved, however, is probably minimal. As with the other areas we have reviewed,

children achieve increasing sophistication at retrieval prooesses as conscious,

voluntary control over them intensifies. In the case of retrieval, this sols-
tication is clearly reflected in at least two characteristics of performance:

children become more likelyto do something tliberate at the time of storage to

facilitate later-zetrieval,:end their attempts at retrieval become more systematic

and efficient.

Even very young children engage in relatively simple behaviors whose sole

function is to help them remember where something is for later "retrieval. Chil-

dren as young as three years old,who'have bden instructed, that they will later

..i
,

/ have to recall the location an object (gallman, Ritte;, & Flavell, 1975) ttt
f -.--

-. -

an event (Acreplo, Pick, & Olsen, 1975)-, show better memory ,than children not

informed about a subsequent recall test. l'huar, the children must do something to

help them remember during the delay. Wellman et (75) observed their sub-

jects and reported that while they .waited, the children in the instructed memory

condition looked at and touched the location-they_were supposed to remember.

Preschool children are also able to use a specific cue provided for them; when an

external cuejnarking the location of an object is made available, they can use if

to help retrieve the object (Ritter, Reprove, Fitch, & Flavell, 1973). In,

addition, they are sometimes capable of arranging a cue themselves to aid their

later retrieval (Ryan, Hegion,-& Flavell, 1970), =

ty.
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Not surprisingly, the tendency to use such cues incremedts with age, However,

even when they think to .use a retrieval cue,,Yaunger children may*fail to use it

/
as effectively as anblditchild., In a study by Kobasigawa (1974) first grade

childrenyhd-spo4taneously use an available category cue still recalled fewer'

'items per category" than did thirMaders. In other words, even when thNy

'thought to use the retrieval cues, the younger Children failed -to- conduct an

exhaustive search for-tbe items associated with each cue. Istomi

noted the.tendency of younger'children not-to execute an exhaustive search.of

1975)elso h

.. -
.

. .
.

their memories. Although some of her four- and five rylipr-old subjects actively
_..

- .. .. ,

attempted to recall a list Of items, they still did not try to retrieve items not.

.
. . .1

. . ,

immediately recalled% :Older'ailaren, however, often showed signs of conducting
.

cf,.. .-' . , . .

an .active internal search: "In some canes the child recalled what he had forgotten"
only with lon4Opauses, during which _he would tryanot, to look-at-those around him,

<"\--
he -would direct his gaze downward, to the side, or screw up his eyes" (p.

..,

The non-exhaustive.search Of the younger sUb3ent could result from several possible
.,.

factors. The child may archeck'his Output against a criterion of acceptability,'
4 -

.

or,--alternatively, he may tavea different Ciiterion fromcihe experimenter"8-

-(Kobasigawa,.
41974).' Or his-ionitpring of his own memory may be inadequite to... _ r

:inform him.that.there are items yet to be recalled.- -Inany case, these all
4. .. .

. .

represent pfoblems-of metacognUion of one sort .or another. The essential simi-
.

. larity of the problem'of non - exhaustiveness in oth'visual scanning and retrieval

is obvious

f r -0We have argued that there'are*sode
...

essential 'similarities en the
.

retrieval of objects from the environment and4the:retrieval of information from

: Ok -
,.

. .

memory and that madly of--the saketstrategies Totill be relevant in both cases, e.g.,
.

. .01 A--

conducting an -exhunstiv rch. Hoverer, it is clear that ex ernal retfieval
, . . . .

l

.

15 .*
, -

-

an easier task than is memory scanning.-' Object retrieval 'putt es show evidence
.

.

a-
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of intentional efforts to remember and the use of strategies,in children asyoung

as three, whiis a,much younger age than Istomina (1975),found that children
-

,could delibgately adopt the goal of remembering and recalling a list of words.

In object retrieval situations the.cues available to aid memory are external and-
: 10

physically present; all the child must do is think to use ihemor orient to them,
-.4

* - .

Thus, die problem is much simpler than qne in which tite child initiate end
---,

. ,

intain a purely internal, cognitive orientation tp information in memory. The
'-

latter requires a greaterldegree of metacognitive control. the child must use

. .

internalprOcesseS, cognitions, to-control othet internal processes.

There is again some similarity betWeen'another'crucial Variable in visual
_ -

scanning, retrieval, and story recall. When structure is provided by the.eiternal,

environment, a young child will perform much better than when he'must,provide that

structure for himself (Day, 1975): In story recall a similar 'dependence on

structur as been reported by Mandle; and DeForest (1977). Young childrewaie

even mo ependent than their elders'on the fact that the structure of stories
4110

conforms to an idealized adliema. Disturb this familiar structure and the young

Child is lost but the older learner can use strategies to recover to some extent

V .

from the yidlqion of-ehe normal Story structure.

,Another interesting aspect of.the development Of retrieval processes concerns,
/

the growing knoViedge children haPaboutirhis process. Although youngchilglren

can use an external cue proliided'for theM to set up 'such a cue OeMselVes, they
.k.411.-

,

have ab'bett very limited knowledge about why such cues are useful pr what typed:
= -9

, -I-- .

of cues would be most effective (Gordon & Flavell, in press; Kreutier, Leonard,
.. . ,

& Flavellsz,,11975). Sueh.metemnemonic knowledge; which permits intelligent direc-.

tion of memory activities develops- gradually. For example, not until the age of

7,-

severor eight do most children understand that.the search for a lost object

Pshould be limited to the area in which the object could logically be, i.e., sthe _
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area.betweenWhere one first discovers its absence and where one last remembers

having it (Drozdal & Flavell, 1975). Nine to 14-ye -ol ,children realize one of

the points we have emphasized in this section, that an external retrieval task,

`finding a Jacket lost at school, would be easier than a purely internal one,

remembering a great idea one had for a birthday present buethen forgot (Yussen

& Levy, 1977), Better informed about retrieval prOcesses in general, the'ole.cr

child-can become-more flekible ill.generating strategies appropriate to the solutia

of a gillen problem.

Our three selected tasks, extracting.the gist, visual scanning and-retrieval,

cannot be claimed tp,satisfy all the criteria set out at the beginning of this

ction, but they approach thig,pal. The processes examined clearly are impor-_

tani cognitive activities, relevant to a broad range of tasks. And they,develop

over a wide age range, during which starting, intermediate, and end states can be

identified, and reideptified at several developmental stages depending on the

difficulty of the task and the match betwten the task demands and .the child

extant cognitive status. Neficnow that extracting the gist and retrieval have

I

reasonable instructional relevance; this has already been demonstrated and,

4'
indeed, is'obvious. Visual scanning.has received rttleattention from the

.141.

perspective of relevance for'instructive'purposes,-althoughtraining in scanning

strategies.has been found to modify the behavior of impulsive children who tend

not to focus on ire important areas of a stimads (Egeland, 1974). Finally,

the knoWledge that chilidren possess has been shown to augment with experiences

in the domains of*retrilival and getting the gist; both-self-reports and observed

behaviors confirm the notion of increasing self-regulatpn. Although scanning

also shoWa increasing self-regulation, we know of no investigations aimed at the

child's an us knowledge of his own visual sc,nning behavior. This would' be

an interesting area of inquiry, although we hope it will not be digbed7m4a,:scannir,---

, f.
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_The main criterion left unsatisfied by all our tasks is that 'none of the processes

hagebeen,described by detailed', explicit developmental.models of the type formu-
.

lated by Klahr,&,Siegler (in press).:-. This unfortunately.doesnot distinguish

them from most other'-processes
under investigation. by developmental psychologists,

40'

and suggests what-our future goals should'be. The pos tbility of formulating

euth-models, we believe, depends on first ;selecting g-a task meeting at least the

.criteria of development ovef abroad age'range with identifiable states..,

'In summary, we believe that one'main aspect of what develops is metacognition

--the Voluntary control an individual has over his own cogriitive processes. This
. .

is certainly not to say that meracognitienis.the only thing that develops;

however, we have tried to illustrate our belief that the growth of metacognitive
...

.
. V

abilities underlies many of the behavioral changes that take-,place withdevelop-
e ,ment. When we examine to naturally occurring behavior, a behavior Aich begins

very early in the child's life without tutelage, what develops, is' often not so

much the process itself, but increasing sophistication,and refinementtin itsJ-
,W 49.4e..- . ' 4 ..

Ao 4 ,exercise.*-We have seen various aspects of this gradualprefihement in allthree
.. .

processes examined. Children become ient at extracting infor-
,.- S " :(

k , _ S,matian, whether from a story, a picture, orheir.own:temories. They come to rely
1

less on externally provided structure for they be
for

able to-generate their own

structure internally. This efficiency seems,in,0 .traceable
--

to the development
, . ,-of more efficient and'effectiVe strategies toOttli) (700.ze the extraction process

.,

_ 1

and.a growing tendency to monitor them. These ettategles inclUdemaking more

exhaustive attempts, whether _at recalling or scanning; the spontaneous'adoption
A , ,

.4A
..

of skills, such as note-taking and underlinihg'exts or using a cue for retrieval; -

and _greater reliance on internal versus external control,'whether scalOing a

picture, comprehending a story,,er retrieving ideas, By examining a variety of

apparently unrelated processes which develop over a wide age range, these

commonalities in-what develops become quite striking.
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C. Methods for Observing Developmental Change
0

As
\
our last, general point, we Wouldelike'to emphasize that in order to*con-

struct a r istic picture of the child's competencies, it is sometimes necessary

to use Methods other than traditional experimentation. We sometimes gain our

Most interesting Information from informally observing, questioning, and playing

with Children, particularly the very young. Indeed, without these methods we

would have even less j.nformatiun about cognitive development below five than we43

now do. We do not wish'to denigrate experimentation. In fact, it is our bias°

that in order to confirm a hypothesized developmental trend,it is almost always

4 .

necessary tb devise a t:ghtly-controlled experimental test-. But we plead for

other approaches because of,the predominance of laboratory= experimental methods

t
in our field.

[ Although we realize that calls for an increased concern with the ecological

vapidity of our research enterprises are becoming commonplace,_and to some

wearisome, we would support the movement in the area of the development of cognitive

skills. For it is true that our estimate of a child's competencies are some-,
times dramatically changed if tae consid"e3 his behavior in naturally-occurring

situations. If, therefore, we are in the business of delineating the cognitive

competencies of the four-year-old, we°will gain a distorted pictu if we only
-

see the four-year-old in a laboratory atting. Of course, the four-year-oidis'

laboratory performance is infbr ive tut it is only one side ofttthe picture,

and it is the side we-tend to concentrate on. To fill in the picture we .teed to

,consider the other side, Row our four-year-old functions in the world around

him, outside the confines of the laboratory. This argument probably holds for

any population including-the rat, but gains more credence the younger and less

cpmiaiant the laporatory game player.

For these reasons we would like to advocate a three-prong research plan
I

similar to,that described by Cole and Scribner (1975) for cross-cultural

4 45
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research comparisons-. The basic theme-is an Interweaving of experimental and
. tr

eth4aphic research to investigate a particular activity in a range of 'situa-

tions, from the naturally occurrtnetd the experimental. Such a strategy seems
r,

ideally suited for comparativp research with groups that differ not in terms of

national origin-or degree of formal.schooling, but in terms of age or school
.

success within our society.

Fink, one should investigate the subject's understanding of the experiment

or task and his-role'assubjeot. Before reaching any conclusions concerning com-_
petency-one should-become thoroughly familiar with ,the task demands and how these

appear to the child as well as the experimenter. We must know whether the child
t

is familiar with the materials and thd response4Aumands,_whether he can under-

stand the instructions, and whether the point of the experiment seems reasonable

to him. In short, is the,leading activity (Meacham 1977) envisaged by the

experimenter (e.g., 'deliberate retention as goal) a so countenanced by the child?

As a second approach, -Cole and Scriffer (1975) suggest that we should_ "experiment

with the experiment." Instead of repeating one fixed paradigm across_ages, we

should work with many different variations of a paradigmariations suited.to

the interests and abilities* of the children studied. The third strategy is to
4

a
investigate the same process in Wrange*of situations, including the naturally-

occurring context of the culture, e.g. , early childhood.

Cole and Scribher's plea is similar to that made by Soviet developmental

psYchologists (Brown, 1978; Meacham, 1977). They emphasize that cognitive

activities develop and change within a socio-historical cultural context and the

nature of these acculturation prOcesses influence the activities, motives, focus,

and types of cognitive competence-displayed by the individual. Therefore, it

'must be pkaitable to view the memory abilities of the developing child in

relation to the ecology 6f-childhood.
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We know of few studies that exemplify this,approach; In fact, to illustrate

it we /will turn to some research conducted "long ago and far away." Aliopt

thirty years ago Istomina (1975) published a study in the Soviet Union on the

development of voluntary memory in childreh between three-and seven years.° We

would-like toldeacribe this experiment in some,detail,-because it provides such

an -excellent example of our argument that assessment of children's memory capacity

and metacognitive skills is influenced by the artificiality-of many_- laboratory

tasks,' which the child may, not fully understand or be fully -engaged in.

One of the most interesting features orIstamina's experiment was--a comparison

- between children's memory for_lists of words in a relatively standard list - learning

situation yersus their memory for comparable lists embedded in a meaningful (to

the child) activity. Istomina's reasoning for contrasting these two conditions

. was "that the development of retention and recall as internal, purposeful acts

takes pla'ce initially as part of a broader, articulated, and meaningful activity
_

(since it is only within the,context of such activity that,the specific acts of

remembering and recall can have any meaning for a child)" (pp. 8-9). A game that

made sense to the child and'aroused a desire to participate should prOvide moti-

vation for the child to set memory goals for himself and to discover various

mnemonic means for remembering. The child should be more likely to adopt the goal

of remembering ar1d to seek strategies to help him remember if he is highly

motivated to perform some task in which memory plays an essential role.

Istomina set children the task of remembering a list of items to be bought

at a play store. The store was set up in their preschool and equipped with a cash

register, scale, play money, and a variety of items
-"for sale," including toys,

food, clothing, etc. One at a time, the children were recruited to go on a

shopping errand. The teacher would slowly name five items for the child to buy

and send him to the store in the next room. ,An assistant- at the s recorded
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how-jaany items the child-recalled and observed the accpmpanying activity.

The childrenfwere alat) tested for memory of, comparable lists of words

presented in a traditional learning situation. The e4perimenter.called each child
A'

for a "lesson", and 'instructed the child to listeli attentively so he could_later

,
recall all .eire6rds. Th, e list of words was of comparable length, meaning, and

I
difficulty to the list of store items. In both_the game and learning situations,

.

the experimenter prompted the child to remember as iuceat he could, asking if he

could,remekber any more if he hadforgotten anything'.

/
Recall was olearly superior in the ..dame situation-,-- indeed almost twice as

high at the younger ages. When remembering i an intrinsic part of some meaningful

activity, we obtain a higher estimate of young children's memory capabilities

4'
(Murphy &IBrown, 1975).

We do not know exactly why recall is higher in a msclingful activity, but

Iitomina suggesteseveral possibilities. For one ttg, the children are more

motivated to remember: they want to play the game properly;-and at some p6int

mpst of the older children realize that this meana they it remember their

shopping lists.' Istomina argues that although the youngest children know what

it means to remember, thisis'not enough:. "they must not only know what

remembering is by itself, bUt also be able to see it-as an c,nd result, an-objective

...1hich activity must be directed, i.e., to grasp it as a goal" .(Istomina, 1975,

p. 59). The goat of remembering more salient in the game situation and- -

children are more likely to adop it as their own goal in that task. This is

in contrast,to the typical lea ing situation in which, however clear it seems

to the experimenter that the ;oal is to remember, we are often uncertain that the

-child shares that goal:

Once the child can. se remembering as a conscious goal for himself, he then

starts searching for mor= effeaive ways to carry it out. Istomina's naturalistic

situation produced a delightful set of protocols detailing individual children's
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emergent procedures for remembering. Many-of her subjects_seem to have dis-

covered spontaneously most of the mnemonic strategies developmental psychologists

have identified. The strategies adopted and the way in which they ate.usid,

betome increasingly complex and sOphisticlted with age.

Three-year-old Valerik barely waited for the lise.of-items to be read before

e

rushing off,to the store. -The three-year-old'S view pf the,gape seems to be
vs.

limited to'assuming the role of going to the store and-returning with items,.

4
but does not_seem to include the notion of bringing back the specific items on

the list; 'Four-year-old Igor listened attentively to the shopping list, and
. -

then tried to carry out his errand as quickly is possible- e even' seemed to

try to avoid distraction, refusing to stop and talk when orrilisway to the stare.

'Very few four year-olds showed more specific mnemonic behaviors, but between

four and five a qualitative:shift seemed to occur, and all the older subjects

seemed to make active attempts to remember. Many five-andsix-year-olds

actively rehearseds they were often dhserVed moving their lips, repeating the

words over to themselves as the experimenter read them and as `hey walked to the

Many of the.o,14er children- showed strong evidence of executive control, and

store.

seemed to be monitoring their own memory states-and even checking Ives to

determine how well they remember:

Slava M. (five years, six months) listened silaitly,as the lilt
was read, looking at the experimenter tensely, and after a slight padse
asked him to repeat the list one more time. He did not recall the-list
immediately, frowning, shrugging his shoulders, and saying: "Wait a

minute, I'll get-it, hold on . . :" (p. 26).

Dims F. (six years, six months)_listened to-the list, muttering
silently, and then repeated it almost as-if :o himself. At the store,
he quickly recalled three items, then paused, screwed up his eyes, and
sad, with concern: "Oh! What else was there? Nope, I can't remember
what else I hive to buy . . (p. 26).
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"Alik K. (five yeats eight months) listened to the message to the end and then

quickly went off to'the store. However, halfway there he turned back. _11 can.
4

only remember endive. What else was there?' he asked the experimenter" (=p.

Alochka also returned from the store to ask the experimenter for the items she

had forgotten. Clearl,;-these children must have been testing themselves on their

/ ---way to the store. Finally, the oldest children (six-seven years old) displayed

more sophisticated strategies of trying to fob logical connections between the
0

items an their lists, often rearranging the order of the words based on their

meaning.

Istomina's (1975) work is fascinating not just for the information it provides-

about young ChlIdrees memory processes, but also for the methodological point it

1 emphasizes. The best situation in which to study very early memory development,is

in a natural context in which the child is likely to.understand the task and -be

.motivated to perform it. The young child's performance on laboratory tasks is

often markedly inferior to 'pis performance in a game setting. Although-this

variable is crucially important when studying very young children,.th&same general

point is applicable to other ages as well. .Suhjecth of any age, even adults, are

likely to.perform better fn a Meaningful task in which they are actively engaged.

'Thus, if we want accurate, generalizable information aboUt development, we should

extend the realm of our investigations from the laboratory into the real world.

However, a vital aspect of this approach is that Ue Atist investi the same

process in both these situations; we must,look at the- .process in a natural activity

that is meaningful to the subject and suited to his.abilities, and we must also

use well-controlled experiments to test particular hypotheses about the process.

Experiments themselves can be engineered to provide controlled obserVitions, and

exciting activiEies -for children.
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V. Summary
-

The first section of this chapter was devbted to a consideration of tradi-

tional memorTstudies which have provided us with much of our information concerning

what develops. Major strengths and weaknesses of memory development studies were

illustrated by means of a comparison with recent research into children's problem-

solvingiskills. In the second part we concentrated on alternate methods-and

procedures_for attacking the problem of important developments in the ability to

think, re#son,andisOlve-probleds.

A common theme throughout was the gradual emergence of finely tailored

skills adapted to meet specialized task demands, We attributed the.heightened_

sensitivity to fine gradations-of the task and strategy interface-to enhancedt'

metacognitive insights, i.e., the thinker's knowledge, control, and'coordination

of his own cognitionsThis accumulation of knowledge about how to think in an
_

increasing array of problem situations is an outcome of experience` with more and

More complex problems. Young children's insensitivity to their problemrsolving

pOtential is the result of lack of exposure to such situations; rather than-age

per se, for the same problems that beset the.very small problem solver can often

impede effective th ng in the adult novice:

To illustrate Chi- emergence of increasingly strategic action we concentrated

on three main tasks: extracting the,gist of a message, scanning the visual

environment, and retrieving lost information from the external world or from the

And. These three tasks share several interesting similarities in development.

A consideration of cognitive growth in these domains, from infancy to'maturitY,

provided the principal support-for our conceptualization of what develops. Our

candidate for a pricy developmental agent is an expanding knowledge concerning

how to think and the ability to monitor and coordinate the activities displayed

in effective thinking.
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As a final point, we haveconcentrated in this chapter on "what develops"

in keeping with the title 'of the volume. HoWever, we would like to point-out

that an equally important quesifon is how development occurs (Brown, 1978). It

seems to be fairly representative of the developmental literature4hat considerable

progress has been made in mapping what develops but there has been far less

attention paid to what mechanisms underlie this progression. The problgms of

growth and change are quintessential developmental questions and are of fundamental

importance no less to the instructional psychologist who Wishes to accelerate

growth, than to the theorists who seek to understand development. Therefore, in

conjunction with, descriptions of the steps along the route from naivety to

expertise, we would like to see extended discussion of the conditions fostering

this growth in competence.
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